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THIRTY-SECOND PSA
UM TO KICK OFF INTERNATIONAL QUARTER MARCH 28
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA WILL KICK OFF ITS INTERNATIONAL 
QUARTER AT NOON TUESDAY, MARCH 28, IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER MALL. 
AFTER A BRIEF INTRODUCTION BY INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS DIRECTOR 
PETER KOEHN, UM STUDENT IVONNE GALVAN WILL PERFORM A TRADITIONAL 
OAXACAN DANCE "GIVING THANKS FOR THE PINEAPPLE HARVEST." AFTER 
THE DANCE, PRESIDENT JAMES KOCH WILL TALK, AND KOEHN WILL 
HIGHLIGHT COMING EVENTS AND PROGRAMS DURING THE QUARTER.
###
Note to broadcasters: Koehn's name is pronounced "Kern," and
Oaxacan is pronounced "Wa-HAW-kan."
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